
Thirteen writers—including historians, journalists, 
novelists, a scriptwriter, and more—offer powerful 
arguments for the value of hands-on research.
Inspired by Richard Altick’s The Scholar Adventurers and Nicholson 
Baker’s Double Fold: Libraries and the Assault on Paper, editor Bruce 
Joshua Miller commissioned original pieces that read like fiction but 
narrate true stories of research beyond the Internet—be it chasing 
documents, cracking mysteries, interviewing long-lost subjects, or 
visiting exotic and not-so-exotic locales.

Theodore Kornweibel’s “Prospecting the Past” recounts the high 
points of a life spent bringing to light the neglected history of African 
American railroad workers, discovering, among many other things, 
“delicate light-blue sheets of paper about the size of business checks” 
documenting the use of slave labor by southern railroad companies. 

In “He Liked Custard” novelist Margot Livesey reveals how browsing 
in a bookstore on Charing Cross Road led her to the “dark red bind-
ing” of Faces from the Fire, “an account of the legendary reconstruc-
tive surgeon…who…treated many of the pilots…burned in the Battle 
of Britain.” This fortuitous find helped her to resolve the difficulties of 
finishing the stunning work of fiction about her mother that became 
Eva Moves the Furniture.  

In “Dating Albert Einstein” science historian Alberto Martínez me-
thodically puzzles out with convincing certainty the exact morning 
that Albert Einstein awoke with the idea that allowed him to com-
plete his special theory of relativity. As part of his investigation, 
Martínez traveled to Switzerland to examine old newspapers and 
official weather records. 

Every essay in Curiosity’s Cats: Writers on Research testifies to the fact 
that research is valuable not only because of the product that may 
result from it, but because of what writers may unexpectedly learn in 
the process.

Contributors include:  Philip J. Anderson, Annette Kolodny, Theodore  
Kornweibel, Jr., Margot Livesey, Alberto Martínez, Bruce Joshua 
Miller, Katherine Hall Page, Jan Reid, Ali Selim, Marilyn Stasio, Ned 
Stuckey-French, Bruce White, and Steve Yates.

Bruce Joshua Miller has edited two books and written for public  
radio, the Chicago Tribune, and other publications. He has worked in 
the book industry for thirty-five years. 
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